**Code42 Fast Facts**

**About Code42 and our Solution**
Code42 is the leader in next-generation data loss protection. Native to the cloud, the Code42® Next-Gen Data Loss Protection solution rapidly detects insider threats, helps satisfy regulatory compliance requirements and speeds incident response — all without lengthy deployments, complex policy management or blocking user productivity. Because the solution collects and indexes every version of every file, it offers total visibility and recovery of data — wherever it lives and moves. Security, IT and compliance professionals can protect endpoint and cloud data from loss, leak and theft while maintaining an open and collaborative culture for employees. Backed by security best practices and control requirements, Code42 Next-Gen Data Loss Protection preserves files for compliance and can be configured for GDPR, HIPAA, PCI and other regulatory frameworks.

- **Founded**: 2001
- **# of Employees**: 470+
- **Headquarters**: Minneapolis, MN, USA · 612-333-4242
- **Other Office Locations**: Denver, CO, USA
  - Washington, D.C., USA
  - London, United Kingdom
  - Munich, Germany
- **Ownership**: Accel Partners
  - JMI Equity
  - NEA
  - Split Rock Partners
- **Website**: www.code42.com
- **Blog**: https://blog.code42.com/
- **LinkedIn**: https://www.linkedin.com/company/code-42-software-inc/
- **Twitter**: https://twitter.com/code42
- **Press Contact**: PRDepartment@code42.com | +1 844-333-4242

**Sample Referenceable Customers**
- LendingClub
- Schneider Electric
- MacDonald-Miller
- BAYADA Home
- Health Care
- Marel
- Brandeis University
- Entrust Datacard
- Burns & McDonnell
- Baylor University
- Flow International
- Boston University
- Ping Identity
- North Highland Company
- CrowdStrike
Industry Awards
Visit code42.com/news/honors for a complete list of our recent recognitions and awards.